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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 

 

AMEREN ILLINOIS COMPANY   ) 

d/b/a Ameren Illinois,     ) 

Petitioner     ) Docket No. 12-0089 

       ) On Rehearing 

Approval of Multi-Year Performance Metrics ) 

pursuant to Section 16-108.5(f) and (f-5) of the ) 

Public Utilities Act.     ) 

 

 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS’  

AND AARP’s BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS ON REHEARING 

 

The People of the State of Illinois, ex rel. Lisa Madigan, Attorney General of the State of 

Illinois (“the People” or “AG”), and AARP, by its attorneys, pursuant to Part 280.830 of the 

Rules of Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”), 83 Ill.Admin.Code 

Part 200.830, and the schedule established by the Administrative Law Judges (ALJs), hereby file 

their Brief on Exceptions and Exceptions to the Proposed Order (“PO”) issued by the ALJs on 

November 20, 2012 in this proceeding. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 

The new Electric Infrastructure Modernization Act (“EIMA”) includes various statutory 

timelines that dictate the initiation of both annual formula rate reconciliation proceedings and the 

activation of performance metrics tied to specific infrastructure installation commitments 

provided under the Act.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c), 16-108.5(f).  Unfortunately, the EIMA 

provisions did not anticipate the filing of rehearing petitions by parties affected by Commission 

orders and the effect of rehearing proceedings on specific timelines provided in sections 16-

108.5 and 108.6 of the new statute.  As a result, the parties, ALJs and the Commission continue 
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to do their best to interpret the provisions of the Act in light of these glaring omissions and the 

uncertainties they create.   

At issue in this docket is whether AIC’s request to postpone the initiation of AMI-related 

performance metrics until January 1, 2014 is permissible under the Act, given that the proposed 

AIC tariff, as written, would deny ratepayers the benefit of a full 10 years of performance 

metrics and their associated penalties, given the 2022 sunset date of EIMA.  The Proposed Order 

concludes that AIC had the right to choose a January 1, 2014 start date, and that the issue of 

whether ratepayers are being unfairly penalized by the AIC request is premature.  PO at 25.  The 

People and AARP respectfully disagree. 

If the Commission approves AIC’s proposed tariff as written, ratepayers will be denied 

the protection of potential penalties being imposed upon AIC in its 10
th

 and final year of its 

revised Performance Metrics plan.  Surely the General Assembly did not intend to set up a 

statutory scheme that enables the utility that is unsuccessful in its first attempt at obtaining 

approval of an AMI Plan to benefit financially from such a delay by enabling application of 

potential penalties to only 9, rather than 10, years of Performance Metrics.  That would constitute 

the kind of absurd result Illinois courts reject when interpreting statutes.  In effect, AIC’s 

proposed tariff asks the Commission to reward AIC for its inability in its first attempt to obtain 

approval of its AMI Plan.  Such a result is inequitable to ratepayers given the framework of 

EIMA, which envisions the application of penalties to match the length of time formula rates are 

in effect.   

Accordingly, the Commission should reject the Company’s proposal to revise the 10-year 

period for the AMI-related metrics unless and until the Company voluntarily commits to revise 

its MAP-M tariff, as detailed below, and submit to a performance assessment during the 12 
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months ending December 31, 2023, notwithstanding the sunset provisions of the Act.  The MAP-

M tariff, as currently proposed, precludes the Commission from ordering just that.   

Consistent with this argument, Section 16-108.6(e) envisions a post-EIMA-sunset environment 

in which a utility can be subject to the authority of the Commission for certain aspects of its 

infrastructure commitments that extend beyond the 10-year period, as discussed in the 

AG/AARP briefs on rehearing and below. The People recommend that the Commission only 

approve the revision to the AMI-related metrics if AIC agrees to include changes to its proposed 

tariff that ensure that AIC agrees by this tariff to be subject to the Performance Metric and 

penalty provisions of Section 16-108.5(f) of the Act through December 31, 2023.   

Unless and until AIC includes agrees to abide by these terms and include them in the MAP-M 

tariff, the Commission should reject AIC’s proposal on rehearing.   

II. EXCEPTIONS 

A.  AIC’S Proposal to Limit the Financial Penalty Provisions of EIMA to Only Nine  

Years Creates a Regulatory Imbalance in the Regulatory Compact Envisioned by 

the General Assembly in the Electric Infrastructures Modernization Act.  

 The Proposed Order finds that it is “unclear whether the Commission has the authority to 

extend its jurisdiction over AIC regarding potential financial penalties beyond the expiration of 

the EIMA.”  PO at 25.  Indeed, EIMA is silent on what remedies should be instituted when, as in 

this docket, a formula rate utility fails to gain approval of a proposed AMI Plan and attempts to 

gain approval of a new, revised Plan on rehearing, thereby delaying the proposed start date of its 

AMI-related metrics.  While the statute clearly provides a formula rate utility a 14-month 

window for initiation of the AMI-related performance metrics upon Commission approval of an 

AMI Plan, the delay created by AIC’s failure to gain approval of their first Plan creates a 
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regulatory imbalance that favors the utilities unless AIC agrees to submit a metric tariff that 

provides for a full 10-year performance evaluation of the AMI-related metrics.   

 That imbalance exists under AIC’s proposal because: 

 1) Section 16-108.5(f) of EIMA envisions the establishment of a 10-year performance 

evaluation of formula rate utilities, notwithstanding the possibility of an early sunset of the 

EIMA in 2017.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(f). 

2)  Section 16-108.5(f-5) provides the template for the application of penalties when a 

formula rate utility fails to achieve the performance metrics approved by the Commission.  220 

ILCS 5/16-108.5(f-5).  It provides that if a participating utility fails to achieve one or more of the 

performance goals under the metrics described in Section 16-108.5(f)(1) through (8), the 

participating utility is subject to a financial penalty in the form of a specified basis points 

reduction to its return on equity (ROE), which shall be applied for the 12-month period in which 

the deficiency occurred beginning with the next year.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(f).   

3)  The Act also provides: 

In the event Sections 16-108.5, 16-108.6, 16-108.7, and 16-108.8 

of this Act do not become inoperative after December 31, 2017, 

then these Sections are inoperative after December 31, 2022 for 

every participating utility, after which time a participating utility 

shall no longer be eligible to annually update the performance-

based formula rate tariff pursuant to subsection (d) of this Section. 

At such time, the then current rates shall remain in effect until such 

time as new rates are set pursuant to Article IX of this Act, subject 

to retroactive adjustment, with interest, to reconcile rates charged 

with actual costs.  

 

220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(h).  This section deems the penalty provisions of Section 16-108.5(f) 

inoperative after December 31, 2022, the sunset date of the formula rate provisions.  AIC’s 
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MAP-M tariff itself acknowledges this, despite its proposal of a Year 11 for the AMI-related 

metrics.  AIC Ex. 7.1RO at 6 of 6.
1
  

 4)  Whenever a participating utility does not satisfy the metrics required under Section 

16-108.5(f), the Commission shall, after notice and hearing, enter an order approving financial 

penalties in accordance with subsection (f-5).   Id. The Commission-approved financial penalties 

shall be applied beginning with the next rate year.  Id. 

 5) AIC’s failure to gain approval of its first AMI Plan and its proposal in this docket to 

delay implementation of the AMI-related performance metrics until January 1, 2014 ensures that, 

should the EIMA provisions not terminate in 2017 by virtue of the sunset provision provided  

under Section 16-108.5(h), ratepayers will be denied the potential benefit of the statutorily 

required reductions in a utility’s return on equity (“ROE”) should the utility fail to meet the 

AMI-related metrics provided under Section 16-108.5(f-5). 

The Company opines that “because of the unforeseen delay in gaining Commission 

approval of the AMI Plan, AIC is electing to have the start date for the AMI-related metrics 

commence on January 1, 2014.”  AIC Ex. 7.0RO at 2.  While AIC provides a Plan that makes 

clear that the proposed 10
th

 year of the revised AMI-related metrics runs during 2023, the 

Company’s MAP-M tariff, as drafted, makes no mention of the 2023 date.  As explained in the 

AG/AARP Initial Brief on Rehearing, this is troubling because of what amounts to “escape 

clause” language appearing at the end of the tariff.  As noted in the Introduction portion of this 

Brief, the tariff states, under “Miscellaneous General Provisions”: 

                                                           
1
 Under the heading “Miscellaneous General Provisions”, the proposed MAP-M tariff states:  “In the event Section 

16-108.5 of the Act becomes inoperative or Rate MAP-P terminates, the provisions of this Rider Immediately 

become inoperative, except to the extent necessary to comply with the provisions of Section 16-108.5(f-5) of the 

Act, which provide that ‘the tariff mechanism established pursuant to subsection (f) of the Section and this 

subsection (f-5) shall remain in effect until any penalties due and owing at the time of such termination are applied.”  

AIC Ex. 7.12RO at 6 of 6. 
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In the event Section 16-108.5 of the Act becomes inoperative or 

Rate MAP-P terminates, the provisions of this Rider Immediately 

become inoperative, except to the extent necessary to comply with 

the provisions of Section 16-108.5(f-5) of the Act, which provide 

that ‘the tariff mechanism established pursuant to subsection (f) of 

the Section and this subsection (f-5) shall remain in effect until any 

penalties due and owing at the time of such termination are 

applied.   

 

AIC Ex. 7.12RO at 6 of 6.  This tariff language repeats the language of Section 16-108.5(f), 

which renders performance metrics inoperative after December 31, 2022, the sunset date of the 

formula rate provisions.  Accordingly, the revised MAP-M tariff, as proposed, ensures that 

ratepayers will not receive the potential protection of the application of penalties associated with 

the AMI-related metrics at issue in the 10
th

 year of the Performance Metrics plan, regardless of 

AIC’s performance related to these metrics.  Such a result is not contemplated in the EIMA, and 

leaves ratepayers on the short end of the regulatory bargain created under the new statute.  

B.  Contrary to the Proposed Order, the Issue of Whether AIC Should Be Subject to 

Financial Penalties is Ripe for Adjudication.  

 

  Noting that “it is unclear how long the EIMA may be operative, as well as the fact that 

Section 16-108.5 is scheduled to expire at the end of 2017 (and Rate MAP-P could be terminated 

even sooner)”, the Proposed Order concludes that the issue raised by Staff, AG/AARP and CUB 

is not yet ripe for adjudication.  PO at 25.  The Proposed Order further notes “the lack of 

certainty as to whether AIC may fail to meet an AMI-related Metric goal while Rate MAP-P and 

the Metrics Plan are in effect.”  Id.  But the question of whether or not penalties will, in fact, be 

triggered is irrelevant.  The issue is whether ratepayers will be denied the protection and 

possibility of potential penalties being imposed upon AIC in its 10
th

 and final year of its revised 

Performance Metrics plan.  Under AIC’s proposed tariff, no penalties can occur, given the 2022 

final sunset provision of the Act.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(h).  The result of approving the 
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Company’s proposed revised AMI-metrics timeline is to permit AIC to benefit from its failure to 

present a cost-beneficial AMI Plan to the Commission in its initial filing in Docket No. 12-0244.  

See  Docket No. 12-0244, Order of May 29, 2012 at 59
2
.    

As noted in the AG/AARP Initial Brief, while the Proposed Order notes the uncertain 

authority provided to the Commission to permit an extension of its jurisdiction over AIC 

regarding financial penalties -- understandably given the conflicting timelines created by a 

rehearing proceeding inserted into the 10-year maximum duration of EIMA – the People and 

AARP believe that Section 16-108.6(e) envisions a post-EIMA-sunset environment in which a 

utility can be subject to the authority of the Commission for certain aspects of its infrastructure 

commitments that extend beyond the 10-year period.  That provision provides: 

The participating utility's annual report regarding AMI Plan year 

10 shall contain a statement verifying that the implementation of 

its AMI Plan is complete, provided, however, that if the utility is 

subject to a corrective action plan that extends the implementation 

period beyond 10 years, the utility shall include the verification 

statement in its final annual report. Following the date of a 

Commission order approving the final annual report or the date on 

which the final report is deemed accepted by the Commission, the 

utility's annual reporting obligations under this subsection (d) shall 

terminate, provided, however, that the utility shall have a 

continuing obligation to provide information, upon request, to the 

Commission and Smart Grid Advisory Council regarding the AMI 

Plan.  

 

 220 ILCS 5/108.6(e) (emphasis added).  This provision makes clear that the Commission retains 

authority – even after the sunset of the Act – to ensure that the utility is held to its AMI 

investment plan obligations.  But given the clear provisions of EIMA that render application of 

the formula rate penalties inoperable upon the sunset of the Act, AIC must voluntarily submit to 

extending the Commission’s authority to monitor its performance under the AMI-related metrics 

                                                           
2
  In that Order, the Commission concluded that the Plan as proposed was not cost-beneficial, as defined 

under Section 16-108.6 of the Public Utilities Act (“the Act”).  Id. at 59. 
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for this 10
th

 year of the Plan.  The People recommend that the Commission only approve the 

revision to the AMI-related metrics if AIC agrees to include the following changes to its 

proposed tariff: 

 

MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 

In the event Section 16-108.5 of the Act becomes inoperative or 

Rate MAP-P terminates, the provisions of this Rider immediately 

become inoperative, except to the extent necessary to comply with 

the provisions of Section 16-108.5(f-5) of the Act, which provide 

that “the tariff mechanism established pursuant to subsection (f) of 

this Section and this subsection (f-5) shall remain in effect until 

any penalties due and owing at the time of such termination are 

applied.”  

 

Notwithstanding the sunset provisions of Section 16-108.5(f-5) and 

16-108.6(h) of the Electric Infrastructure Modernization Act, AIC 

agrees by this tariff to be subject to the Performance Metric and 

penalty provisions of Section 16-108.5(f) of the Act through 

December 31, 2023.  AIC shall file a report on June 1, 2024, 

consistent with the AMI-related performance reporting provisions 

provided under Sections 16-108.5(f) of the Act, providing a 

description of how AIC performed under each AMI-related metric, 

and an identification of any extraordinary events that adversely 

impacted the utility's performance.  Whenever a participating 

utility does not satisfy the metrics required under Section 16-

108.5(f), the Commission shall, after notice and hearing, enter an 

order approving financial penalties in accordance with subsection 

(f-5).   Id. The Commission-approved financial penalties shall be 

applied beginning with the next rate year.  Id. 

 

Unless and until AIC includes agrees to abide by these terms and include them in the MAP-M 

tariff, the Commission should reject AIC’s proposal on rehearing.  The Commission’s Order on 

Rehearing should echo these prerequisites for approval of the tariff, with specific findings that 

require AIC to file a report on June 1, 2024, that includes a description of how the participating 

utility performed under each AMI-related metric, and an identification of any extraordinary 

events that adversely impacted the utility's performance, consistent with the annual reports 
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required under Section 16-108.5(f-5)(6) of the Act.   The Commission’s findings in this case 

should also make clear that whenever AIC does not satisfy the metrics required under Section 

16-108.5(f), the Commission shall, after notice and hearing, enter an order imposing penalties in 

accordance with subsection (f-5).   Id. The Commission-imposed financial penalties shall be 

applied beginning with the next rate year.   

Absent these findings, the clear result of the Proposed Order is AIC benefitting from its 

failure to deliver a cost-beneficial AMI Plan in its initial attempt to gain Commission approval.  

Fundamental rules of statutory construction require that the Commission evaluate the statute as a 

whole, with each provision construed in connection with every other section.  Roselle Police 

Pension Bd. v. Village of Roselle, 232 Ill.2d 546, 905 N.E.2d 831 (2009); Cinkus v. Village of 

Stickney Municipal Officers Electoral Board, 228 Ill.2d 200, 216–17, 886 N.E.2d 1011 (2008).  

Words and phrases should not be construed in isolation, but must be interpreted in light of other 

relevant provisions of the statute, and appellate courts presume that the legislature did not intend 

absurdity, inconvenience, or injustice. Stern v. Wheaton-Warrenville Community Unit School 

Dist. 200, 384 Ill.App.3d 615, 894 N.E.2d 818 (2d Dist. 2008); Reppert v. Southern Illinois 

University, 375 Ill.App.3d 502, 505, 874 N.E.2d 905 (4
th

 Dist. 2007).    

 When taken as a whole, the EIMA creates an inextricable link and a quid pro quo 

between (1) the required reliability and smart grid investment commitments and (2) the 

guaranteed cost recovery of those investments and indeed all reasonable and prudent utility costs 

reported in the relevant FERC Form 1 through the formula rate regulatory process.  See, gen’ly, 

220 ILCS 5/16-108.5, 16-108.6.  These provisions also link utility reliability and AMI-related 

performance to full, non-penalized cost recovery enabled by Section 16-108.5.  See 220 ILCS 

5/16-108.5(f), (f-5).   

https://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?mt=93&db=578&tc=-1&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=Y&ordoc=2018394715&serialnum=2015904034&vr=2.0&fn=_top&sv=Split&tf=-1&pbc=147A3D86&rs=WLW12.10
https://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?mt=93&db=578&tc=-1&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=Y&ordoc=2018394715&serialnum=2015904034&vr=2.0&fn=_top&sv=Split&tf=-1&pbc=147A3D86&rs=WLW12.10
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If the Commission approves the Proposed Order, which adopts AIC’s proposed tariff as 

written, ratepayers will be denied the protection of potential penalties being imposed upon AIC 

in its 10
th

 and final year of its revised Performance Metrics plan.  The People and AARP urge the 

Commission to revise the Proposed Order, consistent with the language provided below. 

III. PROPOSED LANGUAGE 

Consistent with the arguments presented above, and in the AG/AARP Initial and Reply 

Briefs on Rehearing, the Commission should modify page 25 of the Proposed Order, and the 

associated findings, as follows: 

The Commission agrees with AIC that the EIMA gives 

AIC the right to choose the start date for the AMI-related 

Metrics as long as that start date complies with the statue. The 

Commission will therefore approve a start date of January 1, 

2014. It is also unclear whether the Commission has the 

authority to extend its jurisdiction over AIC regarding 

potential financial penalties beyond the expiration of the 

EIMA. The Commission also finds that this issue is not ripe for 

adjudication, as it is unclear how long the EIMA may be 

operative, as well as the fact that Section 16-108.5 is scheduled 

to expire at the end of 2017, and Rate MAP-P could be 

terminated even sooner. Additionally, the Commission notes 

the lack of certainty as to whether AIC may fail to meet an 

AMI-related Metric goal while Rate MAP-P and the Metrics 

Plan are in effect. In conclusion, the Commission believes it is 

premature to address the issue of potential future financial 

penalties at this time.   

 

The Commission agrees with Staff, AG/AARP and CUB 

that AIC’s proposed tariff has the effect of ensuring that 

ratepayers will not receive the potential protection of the 

application of penalties associated with the AMI-related 

metrics at issue in the 10
th

 year of the Performance Metrics 

plan, regardless of AIC’s performance related to these metrics. 

This is a result that is both inconsistent with the framework of 

EIMA, which provides for a possible 10-year application of 

financial penalties associated with Commission-approved 

metrics, and notions of fairness, given that the delay in 

initiating the AMI-related metrics is owed to AIC’s failure to 
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submit a cost-beneficial Plan in its first attempt at Commission 

approval under Section 16-108.6 of the Act.   

The Commission agrees with arguments presented by 

the People, AARP, Staff and CUB that Section 16-108.6(e) 

envisions a post-EIMA-sunset environment in which a utility 

can be subject to the authority of the Commission for certain 

aspects of its infrastructure commitments that extend beyond 

the 10-year period.  This provision makes clear that the 

Commission retains authority – even after the sunset of the Act 

– to ensure that the utility is held to its AMI investment plan 

obligations.  But given the clear provisions of EIMA that 

render application of the formula rate penalties inoperable 

upon the sunset of the Act, AIC must voluntarily submit to 

extending the Commission’s authority to monitor its 

performance under the AMI-related metrics for this 10
th

 year 

of the Plan.  AIC’s proposed tariff is approved only if the 

utility agrees to make the following tariff wording changes:   

 

MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 

In the event Section 16-108.5 of the Act becomes inoperative or 

Rate MAP-P terminates, the provisions of this Rider 

immediately become inoperative, except to the extent necessary 

to comply with the provisions of Section 16-108.5(f-5) of the 

Act, which provide that “the tariff mechanism established 

pursuant to subsection (f) of this Section and this subsection (f-

5) shall remain in effect until any penalties due and owing at 

the time of such termination are applied.”  

 

Notwithstanding the sunset provisions of Section 16-108.5(f-5) 

and 16-108.6(h) of the Electric Infrastructure Modernization 

Act, AIC agrees by this tariff to be subject to the Performance 

Metric and penalty provisions of Section 16-108.5(f) of the Act 

through December 31, 2023.  AIC shall file a report on June 1, 

2024, consistent with the AMI-related performance reporting 

provisions provided under Sections 16-108.5(f) of the Act, 

providing a description of how AIC performed under each 

AMI-related metric, and an identification of any extraordinary 

events that adversely impacted the utility's performance.  

Whenever a participating utility does not satisfy the metrics 

required under Section 16-108.5(f), the Commission shall, after 

notice and hearing, enter an order approving financial 

penalties in accordance with subsection (f-5).   Id. The 

Commission-approved financial penalties shall be applied 

beginning with the next rate year.  Id. 
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Unless and until AIC includes agrees to abide by these 

terms and include them in the MAP-M tariff, the Commission 

hereby rejects AIC’s revised tariff proposal.  Assuming AIC 

agrees to these changes, the Company shall file a report on 

June 1, 2024, that includes a description of how AIC 

performed under each AMI-related metric, and an 

identification of any extraordinary events that adversely 

impacted the utility's performance, consistent with the annual 

reports required under Section 16-108.5(f-5)(6) of the Act.   If 

AIC does not satisfy the metrics required under Section 16-

108.5(f), the Commission shall, after notice and hearing, enter 

an order imposing penalties in accordance with subsection (f-

5).   Id. The Commission-imposed financial penalties shall be 

applied beginning with the next rate year.   

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 Wherefore, the People of the State of Illinois and AARP urge the Commission to enter an 

order in this proceeding in accordance with the arguments presented in this Brief.  

Respectfully submitted, 
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